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2013-04-30 The new study

account of politics and of the

provides a fresh and timely

distinction between public and

reassessment of the political

private; her analysis of

philosophy of Hannah Arendt.

totalitarianism as the most

While analysing the central

ominous form of 'false ' politics;

themes of Arendt's work, Phillip

and her treatment of revolution.

Hansen also shows that her

The book is a balanced and

work makes a significant

opportune reappraisal of

contribution to contemporary

Arendt's contributions to social

debates. Specifically, Hansen

and political theory. It will be

argues that Arendt provides a

welcomed by students and

powerful account of what it

scholars in politics, sociology

means to think and act

and philosophy.

politically. This account can

Men in Dark Times Hannah

establish the grounds for a

Arendt 1968 Collection of

contemporary citizen rationality

essays which present portraits

in the face of threat to a

of individuals ranging from Rosa

genuine politics. Amoung other

Luxemburg to Pope John XXIII

issues, Hansen discusses

who the author believes have

Arendt's conception of history

illuminated "dark times"

and historical action; her
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2000

populous country toward

Certifying China Yixian Sun

sustainable consumption and

2022-02-22 A comprehensive

production. He identifies the

study of the growth, potential,

forces that drive companies

and limits of transnational eco-

from three sectors—seafood,

certification in China and the

palm oil, and tea—to embrace

implications for other emerging

eco-certification. The success of

economies. China has long

eco-certification, he says, will

prioritized economic growth

depend on the extent to which it

over environmental protection.

wins the support of domestic

But in recent years, the country

actors in fast-growing emerging

has become a global leader in

economies. The assumption of

the fight to save the planet by

eco-certification is that demand

promoting clean energy, cutting

along the supply chain can

air and water pollution, and

drive businesses to adopt good

developing a system of green

practices for social,

finance. In Certifying China,

environmental, and economic

Yixian Sun explores the

sustainability by specifying rules

potential and limits of

for production, third-party

transnational eco-certification in

verification, and product

moving the world’s most

labeling. Through case studies
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drawn from extensive fieldwork

between state and non-state

and mixed methods, Sun traces

actors in earth system

the processes by which

governance in emerging

certification programs

economies.

originating from the Global

Hannah Arendt and the Limits

North were introduced in China

of Total Domination Michal

and gradually gained traction.

Aharony 2015-03-05

He finds that the rise of eco-

Responding to the increasingly

certification in the Chinese

influential role of Hannah

market is mainly driven by state

Arendt’s political philosophy in

actors, including government-

recent years, Hannah Arendt

sponsored industry

and the Limits of Total

associations, who seek benefits

Domination: The Holocaust,

of transnational governance for

Plurality, and Resistance,

their own development goals.

critically engages with Arendt’s

The book challenges the

understanding of totalitarianism.

conventional wisdom that the

According to Arendt, the main

Chinese state has little interest

goal of totalitarianism was total

in supporting transnational

domination; namely, the virtual

governance, offering novel

eradication of human legality,

insights into the interaction

morality, individuality, and
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plurality. This attempt, in her

systems. To achieve this,

view, was most fully realized in

Aharony engages with both

the concentration camps, which

well-known and non-canonical

served as the major

intellectuals and writers who

"laboratories" for the regime.

survived Auschwitz and

While Arendt focused on the

Buchenwald concentration

perpetrators’ logic and drive,

camps. Additionally, she

Michal Aharony examines the

analyzes the oral testimonies of

perspectives and experiences of

survivors who are largely

the victims and their ability to

unknown, drawing from

resist such an experiment. The

interviews conducted in Israel

first book-length study to

and in the U.S., as well as from

juxtapose Arendt’s concept of

videotaped interviews from

total domination with actual

archives around the world.

testimonies of Holocaust

Revealing various

survivors, this book calls for

manifestations of unarmed

methodological pluralism and

resistance in the camps, this

the integration of the voices and

study demonstrates the

narratives of the actors in the

persistence of morality and free

construction of political

agency even under the most

concepts and theoretical

extreme and de-humanizing
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conditions, while cautiously

their responses to the honor-

suggesting that absolute

their acceptance speeches-have

domination is never as absolute

themselves often been epochal

as it claims or wishes to be.

within each author's body of

Scholars of political philosophy,

literature. From the famed call

political science, history, and

to "arms" by William Faulkner to

Holocaust studies will find this

the multicultural song of Derek

an original and compelling

Walcott, from 1903's

book.

Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson to 1999's

Nobel Writers on Writing Ottar

Günter Grass, this collection

G. Draugsvold 2000 When in

traces the ideals of the artists

1901 Alfred Nobel bequeathed

and the selection committee

to the world the funds to

itself throughout the entirety of

support the Nobel Prize, one of

the 20th century. "Interestingly,"

his few directives for the

writes Draugsvold, "none [of the

category of literature was that

writers] discuss the more

the artists selected be of

technical aspects of their craft."

"idealistic tendency." Since its

Equally striking is the strength

inception, the prize has given a

of the common thread of

very public voice to some of the

idealism found in these

world's greatest writers, and

addresses-a firm belief in
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humankind and the power of

the writer's introductions.

art, in its role in "the service of

Hannah Arendt in Jerusalem

truth and the service of liberty"

Steven E. Aschheim 2001-08 "It

as Albert Camus said in 1957.

is impressive to see an edited

"I decline to accept the end of

collection in which such a high

man" wrote the Old Man,

intellectual standard is

William Faulkner. The speeches

maintained throughout... I

presented here were chosen

learned things from almost

not by subjective but rather by

every one of these

substantive criteria, with

chapters."—Craig Calhoun,

biographical presentations and

author of Critical Social Theory

brief statements of gratitude

Hannah Arendt: The Last

omitted. Included are an

Interview Hannah Arendt

introduction to each of the 28

2013-12-03 Arendt was one of

writers chosen, an excerpted

the most important thinkers of

copy of the speech or lecture

her time, famous for her idea of

and a bibliography of works in

"the banality of evil" which

English. The work concludes

continues to provoke debate.

with a complete list of prize

This collection provides new

winners in literature and a

and startling insight into

bibliography of sources cited in

Arendt's thoughts about
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Watergate and the nature of

exchanges. These interviews

American politics, about

show Arendt in vigorous

totalitarianism and history, and

intellectual form, taking up the

her own experiences as an

issues of her day with energy

émigré. Hannah Arendt: The

and wit. She offers comments

Last Interview and Other

on the nature of American

Conversations is an

politics, on Watergate and the

extraordinary portrait of one of

Pentagon Papers, on Israel;

the twentieth century's boldest

remembers her youth and her

and most original thinkers. As

early experience of anti-

well as Arendt's last interview

Semitism, and then the swift

with French journalist Roger

rise of the Hitler; debates

Errera, the volume features an

questions of state power and

important interview from the

discusses her own processes of

early 60s with German journalist

thinking and writing. Hers is an

Gunter Gaus, in which the two

intelligence that never rests,

discuss Arendt's childhood and

that demands always of her

her escape from Europe, and a

interlocutors, and her readers,

conversation with acclaimed

that they think critically. As she

historian of the Nazi period,

puts it in her last interview, just

Joachim Fest, as well as other

six months before her death at
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the age of 69, "there are no

drawn to the activity of

dangerous thoughts, for the

understanding, in an effort to

simple reason that thinking itself

endow historic, political, and

is such a dangerous enterprise."

cultural events with meaning.

The Portable Hannah Arendt

Essays in Understanding

Hannah Arendt 2000

assembles many of Arendt’s

'Substantial' excerpts from three

writings from the 1930s, 1940s,

main works: The origins of

and into the 1950s. Included

totalitarianism, The human

here are illuminating

condition, and Eichmann in

discussions of St. Augustine,

Jerusalem as well as essays

existentialism, Kafka, and

and correspondence.

Kierkegaard: relatively early

Essays in Understanding,

examinations of Nazism,

1930-1954 Hannah Arendt

responsibility and guilt, and the

2011-04-13 Few thinkers have

place of religion in the modern

addressed the political horrors

world: and her later

and ethical complexities of the

investigations into the nature of

twentieth century with the

totalitarianism that Arendt set

insight and passionate

down after The Origins of

intellectual integrity of Hannah

Totalitarianism was published in

Arendt. She was irresistible

1951. The body of work
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gathered in this volume gives

how a man who was neither a

us a remarkable portrait of

monster nor a demon could

Arendt’s developments as a

nevertheless be an agent of the

thinker—and confirms why her

most extreme evil evoked

ideas and judgments remain as

derision, outrage, and

provocative and seminal today

misunderstanding. The firestorm

as they were when she first set

of controversy prompted Arendt

them down.

to readdress fundamental

Responsibility and Judgment

questions and concerns about

Hannah Arendt 2009-04-02

the nature of evil and the

Each of the books that Hannah

making of moral choices.

Arendt published in her lifetime

Responsibility and Judgment

was unique, and to this day

gathers together unpublished

each continues to provoke fresh

writings from the last decade of

thought and interpretations. This

Arendt’s life, as she struggled

was never more true than for

to explicate the meaning of

Eichmann in Jerusalem, her

Eichmann in Jerusalem. At the

account of the trial of Adolf

heart of this book is a profound

Eichmann, where she first used

ethical investigation, “Some

the phrase “the banality of

Questions of Moral Philosophy”;

evil.” Her consternation over

in it Arendt confronts the
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inadequacy of traditional moral

an indispensable investigation

“truths” as standards to judge

into some of the most troubling

what we are capable of doing,

and important issues of our

and she examines anew our

time.

ability to distinguish good from

Eichmann in Jerusalem Hannah

evil and right from wrong. We

Arendt 1992

see how Arendt comes to

Hannah Arendt Elisabeth

understand that alongside the

Young-Bruehl 2004-01-01 This

radical evil she had addressed

highly acclaimed, prize-winning

in earlier analyses of

biography of one of the

totalitarianism, there exists a

foremost political philosophers

more pernicious evil,

of the twentieth century is here

independent of political

reissued in a trade paperback

ideology, whose execution is

edition for a new generation of

limitless when the perpetrator

readers. In a new preface the

feels no remorse and can forget

author offers an account of

his acts as soon as they are

writings by and about Arendt

committed. Responsibility and

that have appeared since the

Judgment is an essential work

book's 1982 publication,

for understanding Arendt’s

providing a reassessment of her

conception of morality; it is also

subject's life and achievement.
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Praise for the earlier edition:

drawing by David Schorr

“Both a personal and an

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism,

intellectual biography . . . It

and the Social Sciences Peter

represents biography at its

Baehr 2010-03-11 This book

best.”—Peter Berger, front

examines the nature of

page, The New York Times

totalitarianism as interpreted by

Book Review “A story of

some of the finest minds of the

surprising drama . . . . At last,

twentieth century. It focuses on

we can see Arendt whole.”—Jim

Hannah Arendt's claim that

Miller, Newsweek

totalitarianism was an entirely

“Indispensable to anyone

unprecedented regime and that

interested in the life, the

the social sciences had

thought, or . . . the example of

integrally misconstrued it. A

Hannah Arendt.”—Mark Feeney,

sociologist who is a critical

Boston Globe “An adventure

admirer of Arendt, Baehr looks

story that moves from pre-Nazi

sympathetically at Arendt's

Germany to fame in the United

objections to social science and

States, and . . . a study of the

shows that her complaints were

influences that shaped a sharp

in many respects justified.

political awareness.”—Richmond

Avoiding broad disciplinary

(Va.) Times-Dispatch Cover

endorsements or dismissals,
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Baehr reconstructs the

analysis of the mentality that

theoretical and political stakes

fostered the Holocaust, from the

of Arendt's encounters with

author of The Origins of

prominent social scientists such

Totalitarianism Sparking a flurry

as David Riesman, Raymond

of heated debate, Hannah

Aron, and Jules Monnerot. In

Arendt’s authoritative and

presenting the first systematic

stunning report on the trial of

appraisal of Arendt's critique of

German Nazi leader Adolf

the social sciences, Baehr

Eichmann first appeared as a

examines what it means to see

series of articles in The New

an event as unprecedented.

Yorker in 1963. This revised

Furthermore, he adapts Arendt

edition includes material that

and Aron's philosophies to shed

came to light after the trial, as

light on modern Islamist

well as Arendt’s postscript

terrorism and to ask whether it

directly addressing the

should be categorized alongside

controversy that arose over her

Stalinism and National

account. A major journalistic

Socialism as totalitarian.

triumph by an intellectual of

Eichmann in Jerusalem Hannah

singular influence, Eichmann in

Arendt 2006-09-22 The

Jerusalem is as shocking as it

controversial journalistic

is informative—an unflinching
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look at one of the most

lectured on "Kant's Political

unsettling (and unsettled) issues

Philosophy," using the Critique

of the twentieth century.

of Judgment as her main text.

Lectures on Kant's Political

The present volume brings

Philosophy Hannah Arendt

Arendt's notes for these lectures

2014-12-10 Hannah Arendt's

together with other of her texts

last philosophical work was an

on the topic of judging and

intended three-part project

provides important clues to the

entitled The Life of the Mind.

likely direction of Arendt's

Unfortunately, Arendt lived to

thinking in this area.

complete only the first two

Hannah Arendt: A Critical

parts, Thinking and Willing. Of

Introduction Finn Bowring

the third, Judging, only the title

2014-07-25 Hannah Arendt is

page, with epigraphs from Cato

one of the most famous political

and Goethe, was found after

theorists of the twentieth

her death. As the titles suggest,

century, yet in the social

Arendt conceived of her work

sciences her work has rarely

as roughly parallel to the three

been given the attention it

Critiques of Immanuel Kant. In

deserves. This careful and

fact, while she began work on

comprehensive study introduces

The Life of the Mind, Arendt

Arendt to a wider audience.
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Finn Bowring shows how

perspectives to students and

Arendt's writings have engaged

lecturers in sociology and

with and influenced prominent

politics.

figures in the sociological

Hannah Arendt Samantha Rose

canon, and how her ideas may

Hill 2021-08-16 Hannah Arendt

shed light on some of the most

is one of the most renowned

pressing social and political

political thinkers of the twentieth

problems of today. He explores

century, and her work has

her critique of Marx, her

never been more relevant than

relationship to Weber, the

it is today. Born in Germany in

influence of her work on

1906, Arendt published her first

Habermas and the parallels and

book at the age of twenty-three,

discrepancies between her and

before turning away from the

Foucault. This is a clearly

world of academic philosophy to

written and scholarly text which

reckon with the rise of the Third

surveys the leading debates

Reich. After World War II,

over Arendt's work, including

Arendt became one of the most

discussions of totalitarianism,

prominent—and

the public sphere and the

controversial—public intellectuals

nature of political responsibility.

of her time, publishing influential

This book will bring new

works such as The Origins of

the-portable-hannah-arendt
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Totalitarianism, The Human

freedom that serves as a critical

Condition, and Eichmann in

standard for judging what is

Jerusalem. Samantha Rose Hill

wrong with politics today.

weaves together new

Richard J. Bernstein argues that

biographical detail, archival

Arendt should be read today

documents, poems, and

because her penetrating

correspondence to reveal a

insights help us to think about

woman whose passion for the

both the darkness of our times

life of the mind was nourished

and the sources of illumination.

by her love of the world.

He explores her thinking about

Why Read Hannah Arendt Now?

statelessness and refugees; the

Richard J. Bernstein

right to have rights; her critique

2018-06-11 Recently there has

of Zionism; the meaning of the

been an extraordinary

banality of evil; the complex

international revival of interest

relations between truth, lying,

in Hannah Arendt. She was

power, and violence; the

extremely perceptive about the

tradition of the revolutionary

dark tendencies in

spirit; and the urgent need for

contemporary life that continue

each of us to assume

to plague us. She developed a

responsibility for our political

concept of politics and public

lives. This short and very

the-portable-hannah-arendt
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readable book will be of great

about human belief press ever

interest to anyone who wants to

more urgently. Where does

understand the forces that are

belief, or its lack, originate?

shaping our world today.

How can we understand and

Talking God: Philosophers on

appreciate religious traditions

Belief Gary Gutting 2016-11-22

different from our own?

Through interviews with twelve

Featuring conversations with

distinguished

twelve skeptics, atheists,

philosophers—including atheists,

agnostics, and

agnostics, and

believers—including Alvin

believers—Talking God works

Plantinga, Philip Kitcher,

toward a philosophical

Michael Ruse, and John

understanding and evaluation of

Caputo—Talking God offers new

religion. Along the way, Gary

perspectives on religion,

Gutting and his interviewees

including the challenge to

challenge many common

believers from evolution,

assumptions about religious

cutting-edge physics and

beliefs. As tensions simmer,

cosmology; arguments both for

and often explode, between the

and against atheism; and

secular and the religious forces

meditations on the value of

in modern life, the big questions

secular humanism and faith in

the-portable-hannah-arendt
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the modern world. Experts offer

omnipotent?— Maybe the

insights on Islam, Buddhism,

creator was a student god, and

and Hinduism, as well as

only got a B minus on this

Judaism and Christianity.

project?” —Louise Antony, from

Topical and illuminating, Talking

chapter 2, “A Case for

God gives readers a deeper

Atheism” “There are a large

understanding of faith today and

number—maybe a couple of

how philosophers understand it.

dozen—of pretty good theistic

From Talking God: “[Some say]

arguments. None is conclusive,

Buddhism is not a religion

but each, or at any rate the

because Buddhists don’t

whole bunch taken together, is

believe in a supreme being.

about as strong as philosophical

This simply ignores the fact that

arguments ordinarily get.”

many religions are not theistic

—Alvin Plantinga, from chapter

in this sense. Chess is a game,

1, “A Case for Theism” “If you

despite the fact that it is not

cease to ‘believe’ in a particular

played with a ball, after all.”

religious creed, like Calvinism

—Jay Garfield, from chapter 10,

or Catholicism, you have

“Buddhism: Religion Without

changed your mind and

Divinity” “Why think that the

adopted a new position— But if

creator was all-knowing and

you lose ‘faith,’—everything is

the-portable-hannah-arendt
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lost. You have lost your faith in

Max Weber, Karl Mannheim

life, lost hope in the future, lost

and other key social scientists.

heart, and you cannot go on.”

Although written principally for

—John Caputo, from chapter 3,

students new to Arendt’s work,

“Religion and Deconstruction”

The Anthem Companion to

The Anthem Companion to

Hannah Arendt also engages

Hannah Arendt Peter Baehr

the most avid Arendt scholar.

2017-01-02 The Anthem

The Jewish Writings Hannah

Companion to Hannah Arendt

Arendt 2009-03-12 Although

offers a unique collection of

Hannah Arendt is not primarily

essays on one of the twentieth

known as a Jewish thinker, she

century’s greatest thinkers. The

probably wrote more about

companion encompasses

Jewish issues than any other

Arendt’s most salient arguments

topic. When she was in her

and major works – The Origins

mid-twenties and still living in

of Totalitarianism, The Human

Germany, Arendt wrote about

Condition, Eichmann in

the history of German Jews as

Jerusalem, On Revolution and

a people living in a land that

The Life of the Mind. The

was not their own. In 1933, at

volume also examines Arendt’s

the age of twenty-six, she fled

intellectual relationships with

to France, where she helped to
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arrange for German and

another calling for a Jewish

eastern European Jewish youth

army to fight the Nazis, and for

to quit Europe and become

a new approach to Jewish

pioneers in Palestine. During

political thinking. After the war,

her years in Paris, Arendt’s

her attention was focused on

principal concern was with the

the creation of a Jewish

transformation of antisemitism

homeland in a binational (Arab-

from a social prejudice to a

Jewish) state of Israel. Although

political policy, which would

Arendt’s thoughts eventually

culminate in the Nazi “final

turned more to the meaning of

solution” to the Jewish

human freedom and its

question–the physical

inseparability from political life,

destruction of European Jewry.

her original conception of

After France fell at the

political freedom cannot be fully

beginning of World War II,

grasped apart from her

Arendt escaped from an

experience as a Jew. In 1961

internment camp in Gurs and

she attended Adolf Eichmann’s

made her way to the United

trial in Jerusalem. Her report on

States. Almost immediately

that trial, Eichmann in

upon her arrival in New York

Jerusalem, provoked an

she wrote one article after

immense controversy, which

the-portable-hannah-arendt
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culminated in her virtual

acclaimed author Slavenka

excommunication from the

Drakulic as she sets out to

worldwide Jewish community.

understand the people behind

Today that controversy is the

the horrific crimes committed

subject of serious re-evaluation,

during the war that tore apart

especially among younger

Yugoslavia in the 1990s.

people in America, Europe, and

Drawing on firsthand

Israel. The publication of The

observations of the trials, as

Jewish Writings–much of which

well as on other sources,

has never appeared

Drakulic portrays some of the

before–traces Arendt’s life and

individuals accused of murder,

thought as a Jew. It will put an

rape, torture, ordering

end to any doubts about the

executions, and more during

centrality, from beginning to

one of the most brutal conflicts

end, of Arendt’s Jewish

in Europe in the twentieth

experience.

century, including former

They Would Never Hurt a Fly

Serbian president Slobodan

Slavenka Drakulic 2005-07-26

Miloševic; Radislav Krstic, the

"Who were they? Ordinary

first to be sentenced for

people like you or me—or

genocide; Biljana Plavšic, the

monsters?” asks internationally

only woman accused of war
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crimes; and Ratko Mladic, now

perplexing crises modern

in hiding. With clarity and

society faces as a result of the

emotion, Drakulic paints a

loss of meaning of the

wrenching portrait of a country

traditional key words of politics:

needlessly torn apart.

justice, reason, responsibility,

Between Past and Future

virtue, and glory. Through a

Hannah Arendt 2006-09-26

series of eight exercises, she

From the author of Eichmann in

shows how we can redistill the

Jerusalem and The Origins of

vital essence of these concepts

Totalitarianism, “a book to think

and use them to regain a frame

with through the political

of reference for the future. To

impasses and cultural

participate in these exercises is

confusions of our day”

to associate, in action, with one

(Harper’s Magazine) Hannah

of the most original and fruitful

Arendt’s insightful observations

minds of the twentieth century.

of the modern world, based on

The Book of Dead Philosophers

a profound knowledge of the

Simon Critchley 2008 Diogenes

past, constitute an impassioned

died by holding his breath. Plato

contribution to political

allegedly died of a lice

philosophy. In Between Past

infestation. Diderot choked to

and Future Arendt describes the

death on an apricot. Nietzsche
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made a long, soft-brained and

inspires a life-affirming enquiry

dribbling descent into oblivion

into the meaning and possibility

after kissing a horse in Turin.

of human happiness. In learning

From the self-mocking haikus of

how to die, we learn how to

Zen masters on their deathbeds

live.

to the last words (gasps) of

The Cambridge Companion to

modern-day sages, The Book of

Hannah Arendt Dana Villa

Dead Philosophers chronicles

2000-11-30 A distinguished

the deaths of almost 200

team of contributors examines

philosophers-tales of weirdness,

the primary themes of Arendt's

madness, suicide, murder,

multi-faceted thought.

pathos and bad luck. In this

The Portable Hannah Arendt

elegant and amusing book,

Hannah Arendt 2003-07-29 A

Simon Critchley argues that the

collection of writings by a

question of what constitutes a

groundbreaking political thinker,

'good death' has been the

including excerpts from The

central preoccupation of

Origins of Totalitarianism and

philosophy since ancient times.

Eichmann in Jerusalem She

As he brilliantly demonstrates,

was a Jew born in Germany in

looking at what the great

the early twentieth century, and

thinkers have said about death

she studied with the greatest
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German minds of her

Totalitarianism, The Human

day—Martin Heidegger and Karl

Condition, and Eichmann in

Jaspers among them. After the

Jerusalem. Additionally, this

rise of the Nazis, she emigrated

volume includes several other

to America where she

provocative essays, as well as

proceeded to write some of the

her correspondence with other

most searching, hard-hitting

influential figures.

reflections on the agonizing

Why Arendt Matters Elisabeth

issues of the time:

Young-Bruehl 2008-10-01 Upon

totalitarianism in both Nazi and

publication of her 'field manual,'

Stalinist garb; Zionism and the

The Origins of Totalitarianism,

legacy of the Holocaust;

in 1951, Hannah Arendt

federally mandated school

immediately gained recognition

desegregation and civil rights in

as a major political analyst.

the United States; and the

Over the next twenty-five years,

nature of evil. The Portable

she wrote ten more books and

Hannah Arendt offers

developed a set of ideas that

substantial excerpts from the

profoundly influenced the way

three works that ensured her

America and Europe addressed

international and enduring

the central questions and

stature: The Origins of

dilemmas of World War II. In
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this concise book, Elisabeth

times, and how her

Young-Bruehl introduces her

revolutionary understanding of

mentor's work to twenty-first-

political action is connected to

century readers. Arendt's ideas,

forgiveness and making

as much today as in her own

promises for the future. The

lifetime, illuminate those issues

author also discusses The Life

that perplex us, such as

of the Mind, Arendt's unfinished

totalitarianism, terrorism,

meditation on how to think

globalization, war, and 'radical

about thinking. Placed in the

evil.' Elisabeth Young-Bruehl,

context of today's political

who was Arendt's doctoral

landscape, Arendt's ideas take

student in the early 1970s and

on a new immediacy and

who wrote the definitive

importance. They require our

biography of her mentor in

attention, Young-Bruehl shows,

1982, now revisits Arendt's

and continue to bring fresh

major works and seminal ideas.

truths to light.

Young-Bruehl considers what

The Human Condition Hannah

Arendt's analysis of the

Arendt 1989

totalitarianism of Nazi Germany

On Love and Tyranny Ann

and the Stalinist Soviet Union

Heberlein 2021-01-05 In an

can teach us about our own

utterly unique approach to
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biography, On Love and

Cold War, a time when our

Tyranny traces the life and work

ideas about humanity and its

of the iconic German Jewish

value, its guilt and

intellectual Hannah Arendt,

responsibility, were formulated.

whose political philosophy and

Arendt’s thinking is intimately

understandings of evil,

entwined with her life and the

totalitarianism, love, and exile

concrete experiences she drew

prove essential amid the rise of

from her encounters with evil,

the refugee crisis and

but also from love, exile,

authoritarian regimes around

statelessness, and longing. This

the world. What can we learn

strikingly original work moves

from the iconic political thinker

from political themes that wholly

Hannah Arendt? Well, the short

consume us today, such as the

answer may be: to love the

ways in which democracies can

world so much that we think

so easily become totalitarian

change is possible. The life of

states; to the deeply personal,

Hannah Arendt spans a crucial

in intimate recollections of

chapter in the history of the

Arendt’s famous lovers and

Western world, a period that

friends, including Heidegger,

witnessed the rise of the Nazi

Benjamin, de Beauvoir, and

regime and the crises of the

Sartre; and to wider moral
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deconstructions of what it

refugees in World War II

means to be human and what it

France.

means to be humane. On Love

Love and Saint Augustine

and Tyranny brings to life a

Hannah Arendt 2014-12-10 The

Hannah Arendt for our days, a

brilliant thinker who taught us

timeless intellectual whose

about the banality of evil

investigations into the nature of

explores another brilliant thinker

evil and of love are eerily and

and his concept of love.

urgently relevant half a century

Hannah Arendt, the author of

later.

The Origins of Totalitarianism

Stranger from Abroad: Hannah

and The Human Condition,

Arendt, Martin Heidegger,

began her scholarly career with

Friendship and Forgiveness

an exploration of Saint

Daniel Maier-Katkin 2010-03-22

Augustine’s concept of caritas,

Contrasts the lives and beliefs

or neighborly love, written under

of two philosophers, and lovers-

the direction of Karl Jaspers

-Martin Heidegger, who sought

and the influence of Martin

personal advancement by

Heidegger. After her German

joining the Nazis, and Hannah

academic life came to a halt in

Arendt, a German-Jewish

1933, Arendt carried her

thinker who aided Jewish

dissertation into exile in France,
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and years later took the same

change. In Love and Saint

battered and stained copy to

Augustine, political science

New York. During the late

professor Joanna Vecchiarelli

1950s and early 1960s, as she

Scott and philosophy professor

was completing or reworking

Judith Chelius Stark make this

her most influential studies of

important early work accessible

political life, Arendt was

for the first time. Here is a

simultaneously annotating and

completely corrected and

revising her dissertation on

revised English translation that

Augustine, amplifying its

incorporates Arendt’s own

argument with terms and

substantial revisions and

concepts she was using in her

provides additional notes based

political works of the same

on letters, contracts, and other

period. The dissertation became

documents as well as the

a bridge over which Arendt

recollections of Arendt's friends

traveled back and forth between

and colleagues during her later

1929 Heidelberg and 1960s

years. “Both the dissertation

New York, carrying with her

and the accompanying essay

Augustine's question about the

are accessible to informed lay

possibility of social life in an

readers. Scott and Stark's

age of rapid political and moral

conclusions about the cohesive
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evolution of Arendt’s thought

pioneered a revolutionary theory

are compelling but leave room

of the sign in its relation to

for continuing

social and political

discussion.”—Library Journal “A

emancipation; as a practicing

revelation.”—Kirkus Reviews

psychoanalyst, she has

The Phenomenology of Man

produced work on the nature of

and of the Human Condition

the human subject and

Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka

sexuality, and on the "new

2012-12-06

maladies" of today's neurotic.

The Jew as Pariah Robert

The Portable Kristeva is the

Cooper 1978 A British diplomat

only fully comprehensive

and foreign affairs expert

compilation of Kristeva's key

presents his radical

writings. The second edition

interpretation of the post-Cold

includes added material from

War new world order and offers

Kristeva's most important works

controversial advice on how

of the past five years, including

civilized nations should deal

The Sense and Non-Sense of

with terrorism. Reprint.

Revolt, Intimate Revolt, and

The Portable Kristeva Julia

Hannah Arendt. Editor Kelly

Kristeva 2002-05-29 As a

Oliver has also added new

linguist, Julia Kristeva has

material to the introduction,
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summarizing Kristeva's latest

account for human action. From

intellectual endeavors and

the time that Socrates was

updating the bibliography.

condemned to death by his

The Promise of Politics Hannah

fellow citizens, Arendt finds that

Arendt 2009-01-16 After the

philosophers have followed

publication of The Origins of

Plato in constructing political

Totalitarianism in 1951, Hannah

theories at the expense of

Arendt undertook an

political experiences, including

investigation of Marxism, a

the pre-philosophic Greek

subject that she had

experience of beginning, the

deliberately left out of her

Roman experience of founding,

earlier work. Her inquiry into

and the Christian experience of

Marx’s philosophy led her to a

forgiving. It is a fascinating,

critical examination of the entire

subtle, and original story, which

tradition of Western political

bridges Arendt’s work from The

thought, from its origins in Plato

Origins of Totalitarianism to The

and Aristotle to its culmination

Human Condition, published in

and conclusion in Marx. The

1958. These writings, which

Promise of Politics tells how

deal with the conflict between

Arendt came to understand the

philosophy and politics, have

failure of that tradition to

never before been gathered and
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published. The final and longer

vanish from the face of the

section of The Promise of

earth. For Arendt, politics has

Politics, titled “Introduction into

no “end”; instead, it has at

Politics,” was written in German

times been–and perhaps can be

and is published here for the

again–the never-ending

first time in English. This

endeavor of the great plurality

remarkable meditation on the

of human beings to live together

modern prejudice against

and share the earth in mutually

politics asks whether politics

guaranteed freedom. That is the

has any meaning at all

promise of politics.

anymore. Although written in

Children of the Alley Naguib

the latter half of the 1950s,

Mahfouz 2016-06-15 The

what Arendt says about the

tumultuous alley of this rich and

relation of politics to human

intricate novel (first published in

freedom could hardly have

Arabic in 1959) is inhabited by

greater relevance for our own

a delightful Egyptian family, but

time. When politics is

is also the setting for a second,

considered as a means to an

hidden, and more daring

end that lies outside of itself,

narrative: the spiritual history of

when force is used to “create”

humankind. The men and

freedom, political principles

women of a modern Cairo
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neighborood unwittingly reenact

(1913-1960) is unsurpassed

the lives of their holy ancestors:

among writers for a body of

from the feudal lord who

work that animates the wonder

disowns one son for diabolical

and absurdity of existence.

pride and puts another to the

Committed Writings brings

test, to the savior of a

together, for the first time,

succeeding generation who

thematically-linked essays from

frees his people from bondage.

across Camus's writing career

This powerful novel confirms

that reflect the scope of his

again the richness and variety

political thought. This pivotal

of Mahfouz's storytelling and his

collection embodies Camus's

status as "the single most

radical and unwavering

important writer in modern

commitment to upholding

Arabic literature" (Newsweek).

human rights, resisting fascism,

Committed Writings Albert

and creating art in the service

Camus 2020-08-04 The Nobel

of justice.

Prize winner's most influential

Hannah Arendt Margaret

and enduring political writings,

Canovan 1994-06-24 A

newly curated and introduced

reinterpretation of the political

by acclaimed Camus scholar

thought of Hannah Arendt,

Alice Kaplan. Albert Camus

strengthening Arendt's claim to
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be regarded as one of the most

significant political thinkers of
the twentieth century.
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